TOWN OF LOCHBUIE BALLOT CONTENT
NOVEMBER 2018

Mayor Candidates

(Vote for not more than one)

[ ] Jacob R. Lofgren
[ ] Larry Strock

Trustee Candidates

(Vote for not more than three)

[ ] David E. Ott
[ ] Jamie Jeffery
[ ] Gary Richard Counterman
[ ] Grant Doherty

Ballot Questions

Shall the town of Lochbuie be allowed to publish ordinances by title only rather than publishing ordinances in full, saving the town publishing costs, and so long as such ordinances are published in full on the town web site upon adoption?

___ YES
___ NO

Shall the town of Lochbuie be allowed to publish its regular statement of bill payments and contracts awarded on the town web site, rather than in the legal notices of the newspaper, saving the town publishing costs, and so long as such statements are published in full on the town web site within twenty days of taking action to pay such bills or enter into such contracts?

___ YES
___ NO

Without creating any new taxes or increasing any tax rate, for property tax revenue collected in calendar year 2018 and all future property tax revenue, shall the town of Lochbuie be permitted to levy, retain and spend such town revenues without the limitations that would otherwise be imposed by the 5.5% limitation under C.R.S. section 29-1-301?

YES ___
NO ___